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Introduction
A major first
The Saint-Vincent taking place in Burgundy? Following the joyful procession of the 100 confréries or brotherhoods of the Burgundy wine production there follows 2 days discovering a full range of flavours and tastes by wine lovers, both enlightened
amateurs and professionals of the vine. It is this that explains its success for 75 years, when between 30,000 and 100,000
enthusiasts of the “taste of Venus” come together from all over the world.
This year this celebration of the taste buds will have an additional bouquet as it will honour not only Vézelay, that will be hosting
it for the very first time, but also the new recognition of the AOC “Vézelay” by the INAO - the Institut National de l’Origine et de
la Qualité.

Vézelay: A long history of love with its wine.
Wine and the area around Vézelay have an intimate relationship going back many centuries: the Romans having understood
the quality of the “terroir” and planted the first vines. Monks gave considerable help in extending the vineyard on both sides of
the river Cure and, in time, its reputation reached Paris in the 18th century where its aromas seduced the nobles, elite and the
rich alike.
In 1884 these ancient vineyards were destroyed by phylloxera and only a few parcels survived on various hillsides.
However, the irrepressible determination and motivation of ten or so vignerons led to the rebirth of the vignoble and the planting of several hectares of the Chardonnay cépage (variety).
The result of this stubborn resistance was to restore with success the noble reputation of the Vézelay vines.
1985, official recognition of the geographical area and award of the AOC Bourgogne by the INAO for an area of 333 hectares
in the communes of Asquins, Saint-Père, Tharoiseau and Vézelay.
1997, denomination Bourgogne Vézelay accorded by a ministerial decree for the vines within the area of the appellation Bourgogne in those four communes
October 2017, recognition of a new appellation Village Vézelay by a second decree for the still white wines produced within an
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area validated by the INAO of 256 hectares. Vézelay thus became the 44th Burgundy village with this prestigious entitlement.

The appellation Vézelay:
a long history of man, the land and the vine
From where does this particularity come – fruit, freshness and minerality – that clearly distinguishes Vézelay from other Bourgogne wines?

An exceptional location
The aromas and flavours are born of a particularly favourable and unspoilt environment. The valley of the Cure is bordered to
the West by hillside broken by a number of parallel valleys with many rocky spurs dominated by that of Vézelay. The vineyard
with a south, south-east orientation enjoys ample sunshine and is situated at an altitude of between 190 and 330 metres.
Statistics show an annual average temperature of 10.7°C and average rainfall of 732mm. The sub-strata is formed of marl and
limestone deposited over 15 million years ago during the Jurassic period.

A subtle wine full of nuance
The nose produces, one by one, notes of acacia flower, fresh grapes, lemon, pear, of peach with a delicate hint of hawthorn,
grapefruit, brioche and almond.
In the mouth the taste is soft and fruity followed by lemon. The aftertaste is marked by a minerality, notably limestone and
slightly salty, to which can be added a fresh note of liquorice and menthol.
Vézelay wines gain in complexity and finesse with age.
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A diversity of complimentary flavours
The freshness and energy of the Vézelay wines lend themselves to a tasting in pleasant company as an aperitif or a meal. Their
softness and flexibility enhance tartare, graviax, smoked fish and shell-food. As for meat, they accompany perfectly fine charcuterie, rabbit terrine, jambon persillé and saucissons.
Their elegant minerality enhances baked cod, pan fried scallops or a sea bream cooked in foil.
Those aged in oak barrels make a great accompaniment to fowl cooked with cream, to pan fried mushrooms or to fish dishes
in a creamy sauce.
And, of course, Vézelay wines are a marvellous accompaniment to goat’s cheese and pressed or hard cheeses. You should
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© Brillat-Savarin

also discover their full sensuality with soft and creamy cheeses such as Brillat-savarin or Chaource.

Vézelay – “la belle généreuse”
Vézelay is first of all the site of a magnificent Romanesque basilica built on the summit of a hill
known as the “colline éternelle” and listed as a world heritage site by UNESCO.
Since the 11th Century it has been an important staging point for pilgrims on their journey to Compostelle and is seen from far
away in all its serenity and spirituality.
For the Saint-Vincent, as always, it will welcome all arrivals from near and far looking for a good time. They will be wanting,
amongst other expectations, to taste once again this gift from the vine that, from the time of Bacchus to The Last Supper,
symbolises the alliance between the gods and mankind. The church of Saint Mary-Madeleine assisted by its two monastic
communities will welcome all with the same enlightened warmth, as will Christ in all his majesty with arms wide open from the
narthex.

Vézelay is also a beautiful village, alive and welcoming, accustomed to receiving visitors from
around the world.
With its picturesque old houses built in multiple levels on the hillside, its narrow streets and small squares, the village offers an
invitation for a leisurely stroll finding both known and unexpected discoveries.
At Vézelay past and present, the religious and the non-believer, come together in an enriching alliance. Since the middle ages
major artists, both anonymous and well known, have claimed “la colline éternelle” to be the source of their genius. From emotive sculptures at the Basilica to the works of Picasso, Calder, Giacometti, Miro and Leger in the Zervos museum, the visitor
can only marvel at what these inspired men and women have created for their eyes, hearts and minds.
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Vézelay is a gift to a culture of good living
A cuisine, classic or inventive
The traditional recipes are still greatly appreciated as their generous flavours remain timeless: gougères, poached eggs in red
wine (meurette), snails, boeuf bourguignon, a fine cut of Charolais beef served in homage to the culinary tradition of Burgundy.
The inventiveness of our chefs is revealed across a range of new specialities: oysters in jelly, grass-smoked salmon, crème
brulée with Epoisses cheese are among the new offerings that titillate the taste buds. A good meal at Vézelay is always a
pleasure to be repeated.
A warm and welcoming hospitality for all tastes
Charming chambres d’hotes, refined hotels, farmhouse inns, riverside camp sites all have their own personality and each can
offer a warm welcome from the hosts. They will be pleased to share their local knowledge and help you find all the little treasures the area offers and often hides.
Tasty discoveries to be found in our wineries
To come to Vézelay means also to find time to visit a wine estate, wine cellar or wine producer. Hear them talk with a passion
about their profession, their wine and taste those from different parcels they own. You may, perhaps, find yourself in the company of one during a stroll through his vines, maybe visit his cellar or even share a meal together.
Sport and leisure: a complete range of activities
Vézelay is a naturally preserved landscape with its vine covered hillsides, meadows, fields, forests and cliffs through which
meanders the river Cure: natural assets for the best of outdoor life. Activities include rambling on the tracks of St Jacques de
Compostelle, canoeing or rafting on the Cure, horse riding, mountain biking, searching for wild orchids and mushrooms. Take
to the skies in a hot air balloon or simply relax the mind from stress. all in your own time and at your own pace.
It is also a living inheritance of exceptional past riches: wine producing villages, churches, chateaux, gardens, archaeological
sites, prehistoric caves and a host of other little known treasures.
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The Saint-Vincent 2019 at Vézelay: an ode to
life, to sharing and to the wines of Burgundy
It is the biggest assembly in Burgundy, a time when all the vignerons from the entire region assemble for one weekend to celebrate their wines and invite the public to taste a new vintage in a festive, friendly and beautiful environment.
From olden times each village celebrated their own St Vincent. It took on a regional dimension in 1938 but, thanks to the
Confrérie des Chevaliers du Tastevin, still retaining its original traditions. Each year, one village producing its own Appellation
mobilises to welcome it with all customary dignity for two days.

Thus when Vézelay, one of the most beautiful villages in France, hosts the revolving Saint-Vincent of
Burgundy it is a whole community of villages that resounds with enthusiasm encouraged by the
recent recognition and elevation of its wine to the status of AOC Vézelay.
To organise wine tasting, assemble top chefs to prepare the banquet, liven up the whole village, arrange to receive thousands
of participants, give them a good time and new discoveries, is a huge adventure that brings together the entire population. It
is not only those in the wine trade but also our cafes, restaurants, hotels, gîte owners, other traders and, above all, a whole
vibrant village resonating this year in preparing to see that every visitor will keep a fond, everlasting memory of Vézelay.
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Matthieu Woillez - President of the AOC Vézelay president of the organising committee
It is with immense pride for us, the wine growers of Vézelay to join
the big names and host this Saint-Vincent Tournante 2019.
Our two thousand year old vignoble is in full renewal thanks to the
courage and effort of several older members. Today, it is propelled
forward by the dynamism of a new generation of vignerons to make
this tiny appellation a new jewel in the crown of Burgundy.
Consecrated for the 2017 production, our land and work are now
recognised by the INAO who awarded the title of AOC Vézelay, now
the 44th village bearing its own appellation in Burgundy.
Vézelay, known worldwide for its hilltop basilica, now takes its
place at the heart of Burgundy wine growers. It is a dazzling rise in
status and, viewed by others less well known, will serve to shine a
light for their future. Of this, we have no doubt.
Our current mission is to promote our special qualities both in
France and to the world. This Saint-Vincent is an opportunity for us
to reveal our wines for discovery by all and to shine a light on our
wine growing history.
We are conscious that the energy, motivation and quality of the
work done by our team of volunteers in preparing for these festivities will bare witness to this. This Saint-Vincent will be unique, as is
our Appellation Vézelay, and we look forward with great pleasure to
welcoming you to share in our celebration!
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Rapidly, a motivated team of volunteers formed an organising
committee to share all the responsibilities and evolved into a dyna-

Hubert Barbieux – Mayor of Vézelay

mic and impressive collectivity.

The commune of Vézelay is honoured to be chosen to host the

The commune, conscious of what is at stake, took upon itself the

Saint-Vincent Tournante de Bourgogne 2019 and appreciates the

task of providing administrative and material help in response to

confidence shown in us by the Confrérie des Chevaliers du Tastevin

the needs of the organisers. It also liaised with state bodies in ob-

and more generally the growers and producers of Burgundy.

taining all approvals and security for the event.

This event is a very great challenge for our small community si-

An event of such size, without precedent for Vézelay, the Saint-

tuated on a hill of worldwide renown in the heart of rural Burgundy.

Vincent Tournante is extremely important for the local economy

Modest in size and population, it is an exceptional tourist site with

and the local area: the wine trade of course but also for tourism. It

a reputation that extends well beyond the area bounded by the four

is an amazing opportunity for visitors to discover us and our sur-

communes that constitute the Vézelay vineyard recently reco-

rounding villages and to appreciate them.

gnised as AOC Vézelay by the INAO.
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Knowing how to make our visitors want to return, knowing how to

Gaining this new appellation reconciles Vézelay with its thousand

maintain the team spirit that enthuses the locals around this pro-

plus years of making wine and offers a great occasion to celebrate

ject, for the future of this historic site and exceptional wine trade,

one of the most beautiful tourist sites in Burgundy Franche-Comté.

that is our aim.

Marc Meneau - Chef étoilé “L’Espérance”
Wine brings to the nose and palette all the attributes of the terroir,
the land in which the vine is grown. A mystic marriage is made
between wines and the dish. The wine from our soil rich in fossils
(Chaumont, Merlutte, le Clos, l’Ermitage) compliments the iodine
notes of oysters and other seafood. Our wine from stony ground
(Liard, Garde du Tiers and Les Clous) will be a champion with pâtés
de campagne, pork based dishes, marinated stuffing, vegetables
and ripe fruit. Those from soils of high clay content (Favrelles or
Clos Dû) when drunk young fulfil their mission with the wonderful
fish from our rivers - trout, pike and zander. Our noble fish of the
seas such as sole, ray, whiting pair splendidly with a wine 3 or 4
years of age. Not forgetting that our veal, our incredible chicken
and other fowl will be amazing with a cuvée aged in oak barrels,
Saulniers or La Chevalière for example.
For us cheeses can go with both white and red wines.
The red wines of Vézelay such as Champs Cadet or Vau Boutons
make a wonderful accompaniment to the classic family dishes of
the region ie Boeuf Bourguignon, coq au vin and Meurette.
The essential is to choose according to your own taste and drink
the ones you like without worrying.
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Karine Valentin – Writer of “Cuisine et Vin de France”

What dishes and wines would you advise with Vézelay wine?

What in your eyes is the unique quality of Vézelay wines?

You must first of all start by tasting Vézelay wines. For an aperitif

The wines of Vézelay are in the “antechamber” of the Burgundy vineyard region. They touch on the celebrated Cote d’Or and offer the
discovery of a different Chardonnay, half way between the saltiness
of Chablis and the more gentle whites of the Yonne. Few wines

the young wines go well with gougères. For the more accomplished cook the aperitif could be a few cromesquis, the small cubes
of happiness made from fois-gras coated in breadcrumbs and a
speciality of Marc Meneau at L’Espérance, Saint-Père sous Vézelay.

have the good luck to carry the name of a basilica classed among

Moving to the table, get the hint of cheese from a soufflé with

the sites of worldwide heritage by UNESCO and a place of pilgri-

comté, or perhaps salmon enveloped in flaky pastry, and even as-

mage, from the heights of which its watchful care shines a light on

paragus in mousseline sauce. Flaky pastry pairs well with white

its vineyards and the village.

Chardonnay, sharp and at the same time rich.

What is it that attracts you to this wine and how does it stand out?

With fish from the sea choose those with plenty of taste and plump

Above everything else what attracts me to a particular vineyard is
the terroir. That of Vézelay is remarkable as it consists of clay that
is able to retain water keeping the roots cool. The sea covering this
land ages ago has left in the soils fossils that give Chardonnays in
the north of Burgundy a special quality not found elsewhere in the

flesh such as tuna, salmon and cod. We could bring the south of
France to Vézelay by suggesting an aioli. But like every self respecting Chardonnay, fowl will always go well: a chicken terrine, chicken
with lemon confit, a chicken with morel mushrooms or why not
chose a duo of chicken with prawns.

world where vines are planted in quantity. Sharp and full of energy,

Leaving fowl behind and especially with a lightly wooded Vézelay,

Vézelay whites have a delicate hint of the sea that the modern pa-

then pan-fried calf sweetbreads with hazelnuts would make an

lette looks for. The image has to be built from a solid base around

ideal combination. The minerality of the wines and notes of root

the quality of the wine, that of the terroir and put together by the

makes it ideal to go with autumn root vegetables.

winemakers. Finally, it forms part of the vineyards of the future
which like all northerly vineyards will become more and more
sought after with climate change.

Vézelay wine could also accompany your cheese board on a Sunday evening.
How do you see the future of this Appellation in Burgundy?
It is the ability of the wine makers to bottle the freshness of their
terroir in their wine that will be the biggest asset for the future.
As yet little known, the white wines of Vézelay may well seduce a
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younger clientele looking to discover the next big thing.

Julia SFEZ – Restaurant “Polissons” 75018 Paris
Why have you chosen a Vézelay wine for your wine list?
I fell in love with it during a tasting and now I particularly appreciate
the work of the vigneron who creates it. I love the smaller appellations, less well-known than the big players, that can offer something
new to my wine list.
How is it received by your clients?
Our clients are often quite cautious in trying a wine they don’t know,
but it is the job of a good sommelier to help them without letting
them down. They are then very pleased to have tasted something
new and made a memorable discovery.
In your view, what are the main features of this appellation in the
opinion of your clients?
This AOC Vézelay stands out for its freshness, its smoothness and
excellent value for money! In our establishment, AOC Vézelay can
be ordered by the glass or by the bottle.
At “Polissons”, with what dishes would you suggest Vézelay
The AOC Vézelay is perfect right now with our starter of carpaccio
of sea bream with violet mustard and grilled almonds with parsley
or, as a main course our miso coated cod with stuffed ravioli and
fried tofu.
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Practical Information

P R O G R A M

Samedi
2626
Janvier
20192019
th
Saturday
January

Sunday 27th January 2019

7.30

8.30

Procession in the vineyards and village of Vézelay by the

Procession by the local Confréries of the Yonne

Confréries de Bourgogne
9.45
26 & 27 JANVIER
2019

9.15

Mass in the basilica of Vézelay

Ceremony to the fallen at Vézelay
10.00
9.45

The wine tasting cellars open

Mass in the basilica of Vézelay
11.00
11.00

Saint-Vincent

TOURNANTE DE BOURGOGNE

The cellars for wine tasting open

lay vineyard.

11.00

13.30

Induction of veteran winegrowers by the Confrérie des Che-

Gastronomic Banquet

valiers du Tastevin
17.00

W W W .V E Z E L AY 2 0 1 9 . F R

17.00
The cellars for wine tasting close
19.00
Gastronomic banquet
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Induction by the Confrérie of the four hillsides of the Véze-

The wine tasting cellars close.

Practical Information

The Poster:

Tasting Kit

A basilica in progress, a joyful brotherhood and a glass of
wine held high: these are the symbols on the official poster
for Vézelay 2019.

One glass + glass holder + 7 tasting Tickets = 15€

In early May a competition was launched in the village well
known for its artists and nearly 20 works were entered to
carry the colours of the big event. In the end it was the work
of graphic artist Camille Garnier from Beaune but originally
from the Vézelay area that was chosen
A limited and numbered series of the artistic posters will be
put on sale in order to please the many avid collectors of
these works.

The cellars for wine tastings
Ten cellars will be ranged to give visitors a pleasant stroll
along narrow streets and old squares in the village maybe
finding an ancient courtyard or special view over the vineyards. You will be able to sample our white wines from
the last 3 years in all their diversity. 3 cellars will be devoted
to Bourgogne Vézelay 2015, 3 to the Bourgogne Vézelay
2016, 3 cellars to the first year’s production of Appelation
Vézelay 2017, not forgetting a cellar devoted to Bourgogne
Rouge.

pre-purchased via internet or 18€ on the day.
Commemorative Glasses Saint-Vincent Tournante Vézelay
2019 = 30€ for a set of 6
Dedicated web site – www.vezelay2019.fr
Reservation of tasting kit can be made online
Reservations for Banquet to be made online

Banquet
Unite four huge names of the regional cuisine to create a
memorable menu was the promise of the organisers of the
Saint-Vincent 2019.
Each chef will prepare one course. The first starter is
signed by our famed Marc Meneau of Vézelay – the second by the rising star Ryo Nagehama of the Au fil du Zinc
at Chablis, the main course will be the creation of Jean-Michel Lorain, Michelin 2 star chef of la Cote St Jacques and
the dessert by the famous chocolatier from Auxerre Olivier
Vidal winner of the Best in France award 2007. All will be
done under the leadership of of Daniel Aublanc, President
of l’Amicale des Cuisiniers de l’Yonne.

Final details will be revealed later in the year.
The banquets will take place on Saturday 26th January at
19.00 and Sunday 27th at 13.30 in the Montillot Village Hall.
700 places are available for each date and will be sold exclusively on the web site www.vezelay2019.fr on the page
“boutique” at a cost of 150€ per person.
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The winemakers
of Vézelay

Marie-Christine Basseporte
9, route de Vaux- La Cour-Barrée
89290 Escolives-Sainte-Camille
Tel: 03.86.53.35.22
mc.basseporte@gmail.com
www.mc-basseporte.com
Domaine de La Cadette
Valentin Montanet
17 rue de l’Abbé Pissier
89450 Saint-Père
Tel: 09.75.94.75.23
bureau@lasoeurcadette.fr
Domaine Montanet-Thoden
Valentin Montanet
17 rue de l’Abbé Pissier
89450 Saint-Père
Tel: 09.75.94.75.23
bureau@lasoeurcadette.fr
Domaine Camu Frères
Philippe Rossignol
Le Clos
89450 Vézelay
Tel: 03.86.32.35.66
regnard.chablis@wanadoo.fr
www.ladoucette.fr

Vignerons de la Colline Eternelle
(anciennement Cave Henry de Vézelay)
4 route Nanchèvres
89450 Saint-Père
Tel: 03.86.33.29.62
henrydevezelay@wanadoo.fr
www.henrydevezelay.com
Domaine des Coeuriots
Claudette et Yoann Defert
37 rue du Pont 89450 Saint-Père
Tel: 06.72.34.65.12
defert.claudette@orange.fr
www.domainedescoeuriots.fr
Domaine La Croix Montjoie
Sophie et Matthieu Woillez
50 grande rue 89450 Tharoiseau
Tel: 03.86.32.40.94
contact@lacroixmontjoie.com
www.lacroixmontjoie.com
Domaine Dupont Yves et Delphine
19 Rue de l’Abbé Pissier
89450 Saint-Père
Tel: 03.86.33.31.43
delphinedupont@orange.fr

Domaine Hervé Eypert
27 grande rue
89450 Tharoiseau
Tel: 06.72.90.08.84
domaine.eypert@orange.fr
Domaine Elise Villiers
Précy le Moult
89450 Pierre-Perthuis
Tel: 06.73.60.32.70
contact@elisevilliers.com
www.elisevilliers.com
Domaine des Faverelles
Patrick Bringer et Isabelle Georgelin
15 Rue du Four
89450 Asquins
Tel: 03 86 33 34 42
faverelles@lesfaverelles.com
www.lesfaverelles.com
Le Cellier de l’Abbaye
Domaine Martin Barbieux
25 rue saint Etienne
89450 Vézelay
Tel: 06 45 71 25 35
cellierdelabbaye@gmail.com
Photo credits
Heko Köster: official photographer for the
Saint-Vincent Tournante de Vézelay
Images et associés, Shutterstock,
Nathalia Guimaraes, BIVB / A. Ibanez
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P A R T E N A I R E S

• COMMUNAUTE DE COMMUNES

• GROUPE ETC

• COMMUNE DE VÉZELAY

• MCC LABEL

• LEHMANN GLASS

• ALABEURTHE

• SCHIEVER

COMITE D’ORGANISATION SAINT VINCENT VEZELAY 2019
89450 Saint Père
www.vezelay2019.fr - contact@vezelay2019.fr
Président : Matthieu Woillez - 06 78 32 46 77
Presse : Sophie Woillez - 06 17 10 17 74

www.esprit-archibald.com

Mairie de Saint-Père

